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NATIOnAL ADmY c- FCRAEROIEXI'I'ICS 

l!iFFK2 OFTAFERRATIO ONmLOW-CRCRDROILINGSTABILITY 

OF ASPECT RATIO 2.6l 

By Jack D. Brewer snd Lewis R. Fisher 

An investigation has been condu&ed on a series of tapered swept 
wings in the &foot circuls.r test section of the Langley stability tunnel 
under conditions simulating rolling flight. 

The results of the tests showed that a decrease in taper ratio (ratio 
of tip chord to root chord) of a swept w2ng caused a Bmay decrease in 
d&mpin.g in roll at low and moderate lift Coefficients; at high lift 
coefficimts, decreasing the taper ratio caused a large reduction in the 
dampinginroll, greatlyreducingthe increase obtainedfor the untapersd 
wing prior to md.mm lift. For an unswept wing, a decrease in taper 
ratio caused a moderate decrease in the damping in roll throt&out the 
lift-coefficient range. The rate of change with lift coefficient of the 
y&wing rpoment due to roll and of the lateral force due to roll were 
slightly decreased by E. decrease in taper ratio. 

Available theory gemrallg predicts the effect of change in taper 
ratio ontherate of change of theyawingmmentdueto rollwith lift 
coefficient and on the dsmping in roll at zero lift more accurately than 
it does the effect of sweep. Tip-suction effects, not accounted for by 
the %heory,nzsy cause lazge errors inthe theoretical values of theyaw- 
fng moment due to roll and the lateral force due to roll. For a swept 
wing the yawing moment due to roll can be estimated by applying a 
correction to the avaiLable theory utilizing the experiments.1 value of 
the lateral force for an unswept w3ng of the ssme aspect ratio and taper 
ratio (the tip-suction force) and the geometric characteristics of the 
=b!3- 

INmoDucTIoN 

. 

An extensive investigation is being csxried out at the Langley 
stability tuxmel to determine the effeot of various geometric variables . 
on rotmy and static stability chamcteristics. The values of the 
stability derivatives are required far the determimtion of the dyzmic 
flight chamcteristics of an a-lane. The static stability derivatives 
Etrereadily detexmined by conventional wind-tmnel teets, and the rotary 
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stability derivativea, heretofore genere.lly estimated from theory, can 
now also be qtickly determined by the utilization of the stsbili-t;g-wind- 
tunnel curved- and rolling-flow test equipment (referencea 1 and 2). 

In this paper resulti are presented of tests made in strai#rt and 
rolling flow to determine the effect of taper rat&o on the.rollIng chsrac- 
teristics of a 450 sweptb&ck wing and an unswept wing (both having an 
aspect ratio of 2.61). The effects of change8 in taper ratio on the yaw- 
in@ characteristics of the swept wings are presented in reference 3. 

The dataare presentedti theforvnof standerd ISACA coefficients of 
forces and moments which are referred, in all cases, to the stability axee, 
tith the origin at the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord 
of the models tested. The positive directions of the forces, momenta, and 
angular displacement8 are shown in five 1. The coefficients and symbols 
used herein exe defined as follows: 
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lift coefficient (L/qS) 

longitudinal-force coefficient (X/qS) 

drag coefficient (-CX for * = O"> 

lateral-force coefficient Wqrs) 

roll.lngPlam~t coefficient (L'/qSb) 

pitch--moment coefficient (M/qSE) 

yawing-moment coefficient (N/qSb) 
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longitudinal force 

lateral force .- 

rolling moment about X-axle 

pitchIng moment about Y-axis 

yawing moment about Z-axis 

dynamic pressure 
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mass density of air 

free-stream velocity 

wblg m?e& 

chord of wing, meaauredparallelto plane of -try 

mean aerodpamic chord 
(El" -) 

distaacemeasut-ed perpendicularto theplane of symmetxy 

distance of quarter-chord point of any chordwiee section from 
the leading edge of the root section 

distance fiomtheleading edge of the root.chord to the quarter 
. 

chord of the mean aer&namic chord 

aspect ratio (Ws, 

taper ratio chord (extended 
Root chord 3 

angle of attackmeasuredinplane of metxy 

sweep of que;rter-chord line 

wing-tip helix an,@e, radians 

rolling angulas velocity, radians per second 

ac, =- %P * 
2v 
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The tests of the present investiwtion were conducted in the 6-foot 
circular test section of the Langley stability tunnel. In this test 
section, it ia poeaible to rotate the air stream about a rigidly mounted 
model in such a way as to simulate rolling fli@t. (See-reference 2.) 

The models tested consisted of five mahogany wings havI,ng the 
NACA 0012 contour in sections normal to the quarter-chord line. The 
aspect ratio of each model was 2.61. Three wings having taper ratios 
of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 were swept back 45O at the quarter-chord 1Fnej two 
wings&aving taper ratioo af 1.0 + 0.5 had zero sweep at the quester- _ 
chord line. -PLan forms of the five models are shown in figure 2. 

.- 

The models were rigldly mounted at the querter-chord point of the mean 
aerodynamic chord on a six-component &rain-@ge-balance strut (refer- 
ence 4). Lift, longitudinal force, and pitching moment weroomeasured in 
strai&t flow i&rough an angle-of-attack range from about -4 to an angle 
beyond the stall; lateral force, rolling moment, and yawhg moment were 
measured through the same ea@.e-of-attack range ti rolling flow for tip 

. 
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helix angles pb/2V of f0.021 and~O.062. All the tests were made at a 
dynamic pressure of 39.7 pounds per square foot which corresponds to a 
Mach number of 0.17. The corresponding Reynolds number, based on the mean 

6 aerodynamic chord, was 1.40 x 10 for the untapere 
the wings with taper ratios of 0.50, and 1.56 x 10 % 

win@, 1.45 x 10 6 for 
for the wing with a 

taper ratio of 0.25. Aphotogmph of one of th&models motmtedinthe 
tunnel is presentid as fgure 3. 

Corrections for the effects of Jet boundaries, based on unswept-wing 
theory, have been applied to the an.gLe qf attack, the longitudiraal-force 
coefficient, a& thq rollinglmsment coefficient. 

No corrections for the effects of block-, turbulence, or for the 
effects of static-pressure gradient on the bow-layer flow have been 
applied. 

The lFft, longitudinal-force, and pitching-moment characteristics for 
the three swept wings tested sze presented in figure 4 (for a dynamic 
pressure of 39.7 pounds per square foot). These results apee xeJLL tit& 
the results previously obtained for the same w&y and presented in fig- 
ure 4 of reference 3 (for a dgnamic pressure of 24.9 pounds per square 
foot). The resaward movement of the aerodynsmic center with a decrease 
Fn taper ratio is apparent from the pitching-mament results; the effect 
of taper ratio on the lift and lon@.tudfnal-force characteristics is 
small 8+t low and moderate lift coefficients. At high lift coefffcients, 
larger longitudinal- force coefficients were obtained with the more hi&l,y 
tapered wings. At a lift coefficient of about 0.6, an increase occurred 
in the lift-curve slope; this increase became smaller as the taper ratio 
decreased. 

Itcanbe seenframfigure 5 thatreduchgthe taperratio of the 
unswept wxLng from 1.00 to 0.50 caused a small increase In the lift-curve 
slope. As was true in the case of the swept wing, taper ratio had a 
negligible effect on the maxwum value of lift soefficient. Theangle of 
attack at which tie maximun value occurred decreased with a decrease in 
taper ratio, a result opposite to that obtained for the swept wings. 
The pitching-moment results for the unwept wings indicate almost no shift 
of the aerodynamic center with a change in taper ratio. Changing the taper 
rat10 had a negligible effect on the lon.gLtudinal-force results for the 
unswept wings. 
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The effect of sweep on the lift characteristics of a tapered wing can 
be determined from the data presented in figure 5. Sweep caused a decrease 
in the lift-curve slope, an increase in the m&mum value of lift coef- 
ficient, and an Fncreass ln the angle of attack at which it occurred. The 
shiftresmmrd o? the aerodpamic center with sweep is apparent from the 
pitching-mment results; there is little change in the value of the 
longitudjnal-form coefficient. 

r- 

, 

In reference 3, it was sho& that, for the swept wings, there was a 
large change in the slopes of the lateral-stability-derivative curves and 
of the yaw--derivative curves at a lift coefficient of 'about 0.6, the 

CL2 
lift coefficient at which the quantity Cp - z be@n to increase 

rapidly. For the same win@ the rolUng parameters Cz , 
P "gp 

, and cu 
P 

plotted againat lift, coefficient ti figme 6 of the present paper also 
show large changes in slope at a lift coefficient of about 0.6. 

In figure 6 it can be seen that a decrease in taper ratio caused a 
small decrease in damping in roll at low and moderate lift coefficients; 
at high lift coefficients, decreas5ng the taper ratfo caused a large , l 

reduction In the damping In roll., greatly reducing the increase obtained 
for the untapered wing prior to mximm lift. The rate of change of C 

"p 4 
-d % with lift coefficient ma slightly decreased with a decrease In 

P 
taper ratio at low lift coMficient8; at high lift coefficients there was 
no consistent variation with taper ratio. 

For the uuswept wings (Pig. 7) a decrease in taper ratio caused a 
small decrease in the damping In roll throughout the lift-coefficient 
range- The rate of change of C 

% -a, 0, with lift coefficient was 
P 

slightly decreased by a decrease in taper ratio. 

The variation with taper ratio of 
c"p -cy for the low 

CL pCL 
lfft-coefficfent range, aud of Cl 

P 
at zero lift are presented in fig- 

ure 8. Esperimental values of Cl 
P 

at zero 1Fft are compared with values 

Indicated by the theories of references 5 and 6. Theoretical values 

Of %PcL and %PCL 
were obtained by the method of reference 5 which . 

is based on a lfftlng-line-theory concept and does not consider the effect 
of unbalauced asymmetric conditions. The experimental . 
values of Cy 

P 
for the wiqgs with zero sweep show that such 
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unbalanced suction does exist. If it is assumed that the euction forces 
are -dependent of sweep, it is possible to obtafn a correction to the 
theoretical value of C 

% 

for a swept wJng. For example, assting 

that the value of Cy due to tip suction for the unswept ww with 0.5 

p% 
taper r&tio (0.28 fran fig. 8) is the same for the 45O swept VW of 0.5 
taper ratio, a correction to C can be determined. By multiplying 

this value of *. 1 Ol"Tk longit cy --J udJnald3stsncebetweenthe 

p% 
mount3ng point (quarter chord of them aerodynsmic chord) and the 
W-percent point of -the tip chord (where the suction force is asa& to 
act), and dividing by the span 3.04, a value of C 

npcL 

due to tip 

suction is determined; In thfs case the addition to C 

"PC, 

is -0.093. 

ThefFnalvalue of C 
npCL 

is then the sum of the theoretical value (-0.065) 

and the tip-suction increment (-O.C@3). TUB vahe (-0.~58) is in close 
agreementtith the actual experimental value of -0.160. Theory predicts 
the effect of a change in taper ratio on 

(1 
Ct BZdC raorfl 

P "p . L==o CL 
accurately thsn it does the effect of sweep. The apparent close agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental values of Cy 

"CL 

for the swept 

wTng8 is actuslly due t0 the overprediction of the theory which, in this 
case, compensates for the unaccounted-for tip-suction effect. As the 
aspect ratio of the w&q increases, the value of cy due to the tip 
suction would be expected to became smaller. The errors associated with 
the neglect of the tip suction in the theoretical analysis should then 
be quite small for wings of hi& aspect ratio. The theoretical values 
of % at zero lift as obtaFned by the method of reference 6 show 

P 
the same effect of a change fn taper ratio aa did the theory of refer- 
ence 5. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results of tests made in the 6-foot circular test section of the 
Langley stability tunnelinstraightaadrolJJngflowona series of 
tapered swept wTn,gs indicate the follqwlnEF conclusions: 
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1. A decrease in taper ratio on a swept wing caused a small decrease 
in damping in roll at low and moderate lift coefficieutej .at high lift 
coefficients, decreasing the taper ratio caused a large reduction in the 
dsmpiug in roll, greatly reducing the increase obtained for the untapered 
ting prior to nmxlmm IAft.. For an unswept wing, a decrease in taper ratio 
caused a moderate decrease in the dsmping in roll throughout the lift- 
coefficient range. 

2. At low lift coefficients, a decrease in taper ratio caused a mmJ.l 
decrease in the rate of change of the yating moment due to roll and the 
lateral force due to roll tith lift coefffcient- 

3. AvsXlable theory predicts the effect of chsnge in taper ratio 
on the rate of change of the yaw3n.g moment due to roll with lift co- 
efficient snd on the demping in roll at zero lift more accurately than it 
does the effect of sweep. 

4. Tip suction may cause large ermra 3.n the avtilable theoretical 
values of the yawing moment due to roll and the lateral force due to 
roll; the yawing moment due to roll of a swept wing cm be estFmated 
quite accurately by applying a simple correction to the avtilable theory 
utilizing the experimental value of the lateral force for sn unswept 
wing of the ssxm aspect ratio and taper ratio (the tip-suction force) 
and the gecmetrfc characteristics of the wing. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
Nationa Advisory CcmmIttee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 
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~lgure 3.- View of the unswept model mounted in the B-foot circular test section of the Langley 
Stahlli~ tunllel. Taper ratio, 0.50. 
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